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Sample - Instructions for use  
custom-made insoles Secosol ® and modifications for PPE footwear 

 
 
 
Dear Customer, 
 
you have today received the insoles/modifications for PPE shoes for medical purposes which have 
been specially prepared for you. To ensure that you will be able to walk without difficulty please note 
the following instrucions for their use and care: 
 

1. The insoles are exclusively to wear with socks. 
Initially your insoles/modified shoes should only be worn for periods of on hour at at ime during 
the first 8-10 days, increasing the period of wear gradually day by day. The insoles should only 
be used in safety shoes they haf been tested for. 

 
2. Remove the insoles from the shoes regulary in order to air them. To clean them simply rub 

them with a damp cloth. Any dirt on shoes of this kind should not be treated with strong 
cleaning agents. Insoles and shoes which are damp should never be dried close to central 
heating radiator or other heat source. 

 
3. Safety shoes with a modified sole structure must only be used in temperatures of up to 60° C.  

 
4. The manufacture date for the insoles is shown on their labels (see example point 9). The 

insoles should last at least 6 months, depending on their use. 
 

5. When they have come to the end of their useful life, please dispose of the PPE takes place in 
accordance with your local requirements. 

 
6. The support equipment provided has been produced especially in accordance with the 

Regulation (EU) 2016/425 of protective equipment (PPE) and meets the specifications of 
Annex I of EEC Directive 93/42. Ist is to be used only by the person, for whom it has been 
produced. 

 
7. If you observe all risks and avoid incorrect use of the insole, this can be assumed to be a safe, 

state-of-the-art product. All risk to the health and safety of others can be excluded. Misuse 
such as: wilful destruction, another person wearing the individually manufactured insole, or 
wearing the insole in a non-certified PPE shoe can reduce the protection. 

 
8. The Modifications oft he PPE Shoes have been implemented by a notified testing body. You’ll 

find the certiefied PPE Shoes with insole-system Secosol® as well as an EU- Declaration of 
conformity you’ll find in the shoefinder on www.insole-world.com  

 
9. The distributing company indicate, that the insoles are according to Medical Device Regulation 

(EU) 2017/745 (MDR) 
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Example: 

 
 

 Example Complete+: 

 

 
 

Example packaging Complete+: 

 

 

The fourth through ninth digits in the batch number (e.g. P3D2107223348) indicate the date of 
manufacture. In this example, the insole was manufactured 22 July 2021. 

 
10. For further instructions for use and care please note the instructions provided by the shoe 

manufacturer. 

 
o The indentification markings in the shoes indicate: 

o Manufacutere and CE markings 

o Type designation, articlenumber, size 

o Symbol of protective function, production 

o The norm applied  
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